
Description

Boards with original, hand-chopped surface (1st patina) cut from old beams or knitted walls or log walls type 4A, unnailed, cleaned, washed and lightly brushed. The

boards are trimmed or also partly with original falling edge. The reverse side is rough sawn or levelled.

LengthLength

falling from 100 to 500 cm, depending on availability, no fixed lengths possible.

WidthWidth

falling from 8 to 22 cm, main widths from 10 to 18 cm, no fixed widths possible

ThicknessThickness

approx. 30 to 35 mm or partly up to 50 mm

ColourColour
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mixed from light brown-brown to light grey-grey

SurfaceSurface

cleaned, washed, lightly brushed

DryingDrying

Technically dried to approx. 12% ± 2%.

Longitudinal edgesLongitudinal edges

trimmed in parallel or untrimmed with natural edge, end face blunt or raw not cut at an angle (see photos)

Back sideBack side

rough sawn or leveled

NoteNote

You must always treat old wood against wood pests with wood preservative such as Arbezol Spezial or Borsalz before laying or further processing. We exclude any liability

due to an infestation of wood pests.

Specifications
Category Reclaimed Wood | Wall and Ceiling

Product group Hand hewn planks

Thickness 50 mm

Weight kg/m2 480.000

Specie Reclaimed Spruce original

Botanical name Picea abies/Abies alba/Pinus sylvestris

Wood type Softwood

Wood origin Austria

Manufacturing/origin Austria | Czech Republic

Certification not certified

Colour brown

Hue medium colour

Profile with live edge

Construction solid

Quality front reclaimed wood 1st patina (original)

Wood connection without unedged

Surface structure brushed | hand chopped

Surface treatment untreated



Humidity 12% ± 2%

Customs tariff number 44071210

Packaging loosely

Items on stock yes

Date of delivery approx. 3 - 6 working days

Postal shipping nein

Documents
Prospekt Altholz

https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000002/ATL_prospekt_altholz_web.pdf
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